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Produce Spotlight - Garlic Scapes
A few times over the last few months we have featured garlic scapes in the produce box. 
But: we haven’t had a chance to dive into what exactly these curly, green stalks actually 
are and the million ways they can be used! 

Garlic scapes are the stalks that grow from the bulbs of hardneck garlic plants. Farmers 
harvest these tentrals from the stalks of the garlic plant to prevent them from blooming 
into flowers and to ensure that all of the plant’s energy is invested into producing flavorful 
bulbs. The sweet, mild, garlicky flavor of scapes lends itself to all sorts preparation 
styles and dishes. Scapes can be eaten cooked or raw, whole or sliced. Use them like 
you would regular garlic or scallions: blend them into pesto, sautee them into stir-frys, 
eggs, and pasta, throw them on the grill or dice them into a vinaigrette! 

For more cooking tips and recipes be sure to check out the code below. There are lots of 
great recipe ideas incorporating this week’s produce! 

Item Storage Tip

Red Peppers 
Celery 
Cucumber 
Garlic Scapes 
Banana Peppers 
Scallions 

Refrigerate in veggie drawer/high humidity (closed vent) 

Yukon Gold 
Shallots 
Onion 
Tomatoes 

Room temperature in a dark, cool and dry area.

 Use first: These won’t last as long as the other produce. 
 Local: Some items may run out and we will then need to use organic produce from out of the area

What’s Included?
Below are some of the organic items we are planning to send this week. Your box will probably not have every item.

Every Thursday afternoon, we update the produce blog. That’s 
when we include what we expect in the following week’s package. 

Check it out to see what’s coming!

August 24-26, 2021

Produce Blog
Learn more about this 
week’s produce. And 
next week’s too!

Storage Tips
Some more about the 
best ways to keep 
your veggies fresh!

Recipe Inspiraton
Quick access to recipes 
featuring this week’s 
produce. Buckle up, there 
are a bunch!

Dirt and Washing
Find out more about why 
you should give your 
veggies a cold soak!

Scan codes with your 
phone to learn more!


